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Military balancing is a costly and risky business. When a state faces a rival great 
power that is rapidly growing more powerful and aggressive, it could pursue ‘inter-
nal’ or ‘external’ balancing—that is, investing additional resources in national 
defence, or making security commitments with other states, respectively.1 But 
those options are less viable when the balancing state is markedly less wealthy or 
powerful than the rising great power. Hard military balancing could place a prohib-
itively heavy burden on national capacity, or further provoke the already stronger 
rising power, or fail to address other strategic challenges posed by the adversary. 
States have a range of other balancing mechanisms; but, as I show below, most of 
these are closely associated with internal or external balancing, and therefore suffer 
the same shortcomings as policy options. India faces this situation with China. As 
China’s military has modernized and reformed with historic alacrity, Beijing has 
also pressed its territorial claims, including in a deadly border confrontation with 
India since 2020. What options do states such as India have to balance rising powers 
such as China if they consider both internal and external balancing too costly, 
unduly provocative or ill-suited to pressing strategic problems?

This article introduces the theoretically novel concept of ‘zone balancing’ as 
another option in a balancing state’s repertoire. The term denotes efforts that 
are designed not to match the rival state’s power symmetrically, as in internal 
and external balancing, but instead to bolster the capacity and resilience of other 
regional states. In zone balancing, the balancer seeks to harden other states against 
the adversary’s coercion or inducements, thereby limiting the adversary’s opportu-
nities to build strategic influence. The balancing is still designed to gain an advan-
tage over the adversary, but indirectly, by shaping the ‘zone’—or geographic 
region—of strategic competition, rather than directly, as a dyadic race for power 
between rivals.2

* The author wishes to thank Tanvi Madan, Rajesh Rajagopalan, Walter Ladwig and other participants in an 
International Studies Association annual conference panel in 2022, as well as three anonymous reviewers, for 
extremely helpful comments on earlier versions of this article; and Abeer Dahiya and Malaina Kapoor for 
research assistance.

1 Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of international politics (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979), p. 118.
2 In a sporting analogy, members of a football or basketball team may seek to effect ‘player-on-player’ defence, 

by focusing directly on a member of the opposing team, or they may seek to establish ‘zone defence’ to guard 
a section of the field or court from players on the offensive.
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In the Indo-Pacific region, India has conspicuously embraced zone balancing 
since 2020. For years, India had cautiously sought to soften its balancing against 
China by persisting with diplomatic reassurance—an approach Rajesh Rajagopalan 
labelled in this journal as ‘evasive balancing’.3 That policy managed to regulate the 
India–China rivalry for some time but, just as Rajagopalan warned, it failed to 
deter China from aggression against India. Starting in May 2020, Chinese forces 
launched major incursions into the Indian territory of Ladakh, which prompted 
a deadly skirmish, a militarization of border areas that continues to this day, and a 
rupture in the broader bilateral relationship. As a result of the border crisis, and of 
the economically devastating COVID-19 pandemic, India’s balancing behaviour 
became less evasive. 

India has continued its patchy approach to hard military balancing; but, most 
remarkably, it dropped its earlier hesitations about deepening cooperation in 
the Quad, the ‘minilateral’ grouping comprising Australia, India, Japan and the 
United States. This engagement with the Quad—short of security commitments 
that would represent external balancing—is driven primarily by a strategy of 
zone balancing. India’s strategic adjustment helps to explain the Quad’s suddenly 
more ambitious agenda, whereby it offers material and institutional benefits to 
strengthen regional states. But it also explains why, under current conditions, the 
Quad will not evolve into a military compact, and cannot deter some forms of 
aggression.

This article makes three main contributions. To begin with, it advances for 
the first time the theoretical concept of zone balancing, which explains certain 
state behaviours that traditional concepts of balancing cannot explain. Second, 
it shows the conditions under which states may resort to zone balancing rather 
than other forms of balancing—using the case of India to show how changed 
structural conditions prompted it to shift emphasis from evasive balancing to 
zone balancing. Third, it offers a novel framework to explain the Quad’s strategic 
logic—how the grouping hopes to use zone balancing to advance a ‘free and 
open Indo-Pacific’, even without officially committing its members to combined 
military action.

The article proceeds in five parts. First, I establish the theoretical context 
of different approaches to balancing, and how India has applied such strategies 
against a rising China. Second, I introduce the novel concept of zone balancing, 
explaining its causal theory and its application in the past. Third, I sketch India’s 
post-2020 strategic adjustment, showing how concurrent crises have changed New 
Delhi’s strategic assessment. Fourth, I show how zone balancing has been applied 
by the Quad in its new work agenda. And finally, I conclude with a brief discus-
sion of the limits of zone balancing as a policy option. 

3 Rajesh Rajagopalan, ‘Evasive balancing: India’s unviable Indo-Pacific strategy’, International Affairs 96: 1, 2020, 
pp. 75–93, DOI: 10.1093/ia/iiz224. 
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Balancing in theory and Indian strategy

The balance of power and individual states’ balancing behaviour are among the 
most intuitive and foundational concepts in International Relations (IR) theory. 
The concept predicts that states in an anarchic international system will seek to 
accumulate power, individually or collectively, when confronted by superior 
powers.4 States that engage in balancing are, more precisely, balancing against 
rising threats—which are a function of both power and intent.5 IR scholarship 
offers many variants of balancing behaviour. 

The two best-established concepts are internal balancing, which denotes efforts 
by a state to improve its own economic and military power, and external balancing, 
which denotes moves to aggregate multiple states’ power against a rival, or to split 
the rival’s alliances.6 Those concepts can be defined and applied strictly—to mean 
an aggregate increase in defence resources, and the formation of binding treaty 
alliances, respectively. But in reality, balancing behaviour can be subtle and highly 
contextual. Internal balancing, for example, could be measured by the acquisition 
of particular military capabilities specific to the balancing state’s strategic context, 
or changes in force posture against a particular adversary, regardless of whether 
aggregate defence spending or military size increases. External balancing could be 
measured by combined operational planning, or greater tactical interoperability, 
rather than the coarse measure of establishing formal alliances.7 For the purposes 
of my argument, and for the terms to have conceptual purchase, internal balancing 
must involve some net increase in military capability, and external balancing must 
involve some reasonable expectation of a security commitment.

Balancing, however, is bigger and more complex than these two terms imply. 
Some scholars have developed another concept, known as soft balancing, to denote 
non-military efforts—for example, in diplomacy, international institutions and 
economic statecraft—to balance against a dominant power.8 Critics, however, 
suggest that this concept is so capacious that it essentially refers to a state’s foreign 
policy rather than specific efforts to balance a security rival.9 More pointedly, 
some states may seek to undermine an adversary or an adversary coalition directly, 
using negative balancing or wedge strategies.10

4 Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics among nations: the struggle for power and peace, 4th edn (New York: Knopf, 1966); 
Waltz, Theory of international politics. In some cases, states will exercise an alternative option—to bandwagon, or 
align, with the superior power: see Randall L. Schweller, ‘Bandwagoning for profit: bringing the revisionist 
state back in’, International Security 19: 1, 1994, pp. 72–107.

5 Stephen M. Walt, The origins of alliances (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1987).
6 Waltz, Theory of international politics, p. 118.
7 Adam Liff, ‘Whither the balancers? The case for a methodological reset’, Security Studies 25: 3, 2016, pp. 420–59, 

esp. p. 436. 
8 T. V. Paul, Restraining great powers: soft balancing from empires to the global era (New Haven, CT: Yale University 

Press, 2018); Robert A. Pape, ‘Soft balancing against the United States’, International Security 30: 1, 2005, pp. 
7–45. See also Bubhindar Singh, ‘Japan’s responses to China’s rise: soft balancing in southeast Asia’, Asian 
Security 18: 1, 2022, pp. 1–19.

9 Stephen G. Brooks and William C. Wohlforth, ‘Hard times for soft balancing’, International Security 30: 1, 2005, 
pp. 72–108.

10 Timothy W. Crawford, ‘Preventing enemy coalitions: how wedge strategies shape power politics’, International 
Security 35: 4, 2011, pp. 155–89; Kai He, ‘Undermining adversaries: unipolarity, threat perception, and nega-
tive balancing strategies after the Cold War’, Security Studies 21: 2, 2012, pp. 154–91.
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A range of scholarship has also sought to parse the precise mechanics of 
aggregating international power against a common adversary. For example, the 
concept of indirect balancing describes a phenomenon whereby smaller states seek 
to harness the military of a relatively benign great power to deter another more 
threatening great power.11 Also, some smaller states may seek to aggregate power 
in international organizations, through institutional balancing.12 The concept of 
covert balancing denotes attempts by a great power to build security relationships 
with smaller states under the cover of more palatable or less provocative military 
cooperation. This allows the smaller states to maintain a veneer of policy indepen-
dence, although, as its proponents concede, it remains fundamentally a way to 
build external balancing capacity.13 

Balancing states may at times also seek to hedge their bets, matching any hard 
balancing measures with conciliation and concessions to the adversary, to ensure 
the rivalry remains manageable. India offers a theoretically significant case in point. 
For years, India crafted a policy that Rajagopalan termed evasive balancing, in which 
balancing behaviour was offset by continued diplomatic concessions to reassure 
China that India’s intentions were not hostile. Rajagopalan listed five such conces-
sions: a declaratory policy that India was not seeking to contain China; continued 
participation in multilateral forums such as the BRICS; unilateral concessions, 
such as avoiding official support of events run by Tibetan exiles; pursuit of high-
level dialogues such as the informal summits in Wuhan and Chennai; and—‘the 
most critical element’—hesitation in deepening Quad cooperation.14

Rajagopalan warned that this mixed policy was ‘unviable’, and indeed it did 
not deter China from aggression in Ladakh in 2020. Notably, since the border 
crisis began, India has apparently abandoned at least four of these five concessions, 
including the most important one: as I discuss at length below, it has wholeheart-
edly embraced deeper Quad cooperation.

India has always sought to balance China in some fashion, and since the Ladakh 
crisis began has marginally accelerated both internal and external balancing efforts. 
In internal balancing, most visibly, India has sustained a large and indefinite 
deployment of troops to the border with China, accelerated permanent military 
infrastructure building there, and reassigned one of its three army strike corps 
facing Pakistan to a China mission.15

But there are also definite limits to India’s internal balancing. Its economy 
continues to grow only modestly, and its defence spending is basically flat—so 
while a handful of specific China-related capabilities may expand incrementally, 
India has not contemplated the kind of wholesale military expansion that some 

11 Evelyn Goh, ‘Great powers and hierarchical order in southeast Asia: analyzing regional security strategies’, 
International Security 32: 3, 2007/08, pp. 113–57.

12 Kai He, ‘Institutional balancing and International Relations theory: economic interdependence and balance 
of power strategies in southeast Asia’, European Journal of International Relations 14: 3, 2008, pp. 489–518.

13 Hugo Meijr and Luis Simon, ‘Covert balancing: great powers, secondary states and US balancing strategies 
against China’, International Affairs 97: 2, 2021, pp. 463–81.

14 Rajagopalan, ‘Evasive balancing’, at p. 90.
15 Christian le Miere, ‘Bolstering the north: India shifts its strategic position after border clash with China’, Janes 

Defence Weekly, 5 Jan. 2021.
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other countries, such as Australia, have announced. Defence spending as a share 
of government spending, and as a share of GDP, has been consistently declining 
over the past decade, a trend unperturbed by the shocks of 2020.16 Resource 
scarcity has forced India to move in the opposite direction in some cases, with 
every military service consistently being granted fewer resources than it annually 
requests.17 Moreover, the new national policy of atmanirbharta, or self-reliance, is 
designed to promote defence self-reliance over the longer term, but may also force 
the military to make compromises on the quality of equipment that it procures. 
Although the government is laying the institutional foundations for greater indig-
enous innovation and private-sector involvement in defence procurement, that 
remains an uncertain and, at best, long-term bet. 

Internationally, India has continued to deepen strategic cooperation with 
a select group of highly capable like-minded partners—especially the United 
States, Japan, Australia and France. Whereas it previously approached such close 
defence partnerships with suspicion, or even used the threat of closer partner-
ships as leverage against China, it has recently shed much of its earlier apparent 
apprehension, signing reciprocal logistics-sharing agreements with the US, Japan, 
Australia and France. Even at the lowest tactical level, it has for example practised 
cross-deck helicopter operations with ships from the US, Australia and Sri Lanka. 

Nevertheless, India is careful to avoid any hint of foreign military commit-
ments—even its naval patrols through the South China Sea do not signify an 
intent to engage in a military conflict there. Therefore, most of India’s inter-
national defence cooperation should more accurately be considered a form of 
internal balancing. New arms acquisitions, or exercises with capable partners, for 
example, are designed chiefly to build Indian military capabilities, not to aggre-
gate international power against China. New Delhi remains unwilling to enter 
into any formal alliances or offer any political commitments abroad—not that 
such agreements are even on offer.

Zone balancing: concept and precedents

In most forms of military balancing—internal or external, hard or soft, indirect 
or covert or evasive—the balancer seeks to shape the balance of power between 
itself and its adversary. Ideally, the balancer seeks to gain security by deterring 
aggression against it or, failing that, to accumulate enough power to prevail in 
conflict. When the balancer enlists other states into its strategy, it typically regards 
them as partners aligned in that same strategic project—adding power to one pole 
of a dyad, with varying levels of political commitment. But balancing need not 
always be dyadic.

16 Tushar Chakrabarty, ‘Demand for grants 2022–23: defence’, PRS Legislative Research, 11 Feb. 2022, https://
prsindia.org/files/budget/budget_parliament/2022/Defence%20DFG%20Analysis%202022-23.pdf. (Unless 
otherwise noted at point of citation, all URLs cited in this article were accessible on 17 Nov. 2022.)

17 Snehesh Alex Philip, ‘Modi or Manmohan, India’s military needs haven’t been met under either for 10 yrs, 
data shows’, The Print, 9 March 2021.
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Zone balancing, by contrast, seeks instead to shape the international field of 
competition in which the balancer and the rival operate. The balancer seeks to 
build the capacity and resilience of third-party states, to reduce the rival’s ability 
to coerce them. This is still a balancing strategy because it is still designed to 
limit the rival’s potential to build international power and influence. But it is 
different from traditional dyadic forms of balancing because the object of the 
balancing state’s policies is not the balancer’s own power, or the rival’s power, but 
the power of third-party regional states; the balancing effect must be mediated 
through those third parties. Zone balancing thereby affords the balancer less direct 
control over the dyadic balance of power, for the strategy’s success depends also 
on the power and actions of the regional states involved. The objective of zone 
balancing is to support the target state in inhibiting coercion; any political influ-
ence that the balancing state may accrue in the target state may be welcomed but 
would be purely incidental. Influence—and, even less, a political commitment or 
formal alignment—is not the purpose of zone balancing, and not the mechanism 
by which it seeks to achieve the balancing mission. In that way, it is conceptually 
distinct from external balancing.

The theory of successful zone balancing—how it would seek to build security 
in the target—centres on addressing the target state’s greatest strategic needs, and 
thereby to reduce its vulnerability to potential predatory influence. Any increase 
in that target state’s sovereign capacity decreases the rival state’s scope to coerce 
it. In that way zone balancing is conceptually analogous to deterrence by denial, 
which seeks to dissuade aggression by strengthening the deterrer’s capacity to resist 
that aggression.18 It is therefore suited primarily to reducing the risk of coercion 
or subversion of the third-party state; it is less apt in the event of overt military 
threats to the target’s territory. Not every form of international assistance qualifies 
as zone balancing—some may be designed simply to build influence with the target, 
or to fulfil humanitarian purposes. A state is only engaging in zone balancing if its 
support to the target state is a purposeful response to a rival, especially a rival that 
it assesses is expansionary or intent on coercing the target state.

Zone balancing can be executed using non-military tools of power, including 
diplomacy and economic statecraft, as long as those tools are used as part of 
the balancer’s security strategy.19 This point is especially pertinent in the post-
pandemic Indo-Pacific, where national security strategies have routinely centred 
on economic self-reliance, supply-chain resilience, public health and other 
non-traditional forms of security. The most distinctive conceptual feature of zone 
balancing is that, unlike internal or external balancing—or even newer concepts 
such as ‘soft’ balancing—zone balancing does not seek to shape the rival’s behav-
iour; the target, instead, is the third-party state.

Generalizing from the Indian case, states may choose to engage in zone 
balancing for at least three reasons. Most basically, they may lack the material 
capacity or political commitment to undertake more costly internal or external 

18 Michael J. Mazarr, Understanding deterrence, Perspective PE-295-RC (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2018). 
19 This is an important distinction made by Rajagopalan, ‘Evasive balancing’, pp. 80–1.
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balancing. Alternatively, they may be concerned about triggering a costly or self-
defeating security dilemma, so they take measures that are less directly threatening 
to the rival. Or they may be seeking ways to counter more diffuse strategic risks, 
such as subversive political or economic influence and coercion, rather than direct 
military threats to their territory. All of these reasons apply in India’s case; but 
states may prefer zone balancing for any one of these reasons. And, as in India’s 
case, they are likely to consider zone balancing as a supplement to internal and 
external balancing, rather than as an alternative. 

In history, states have engaged in zone balancing even if officials or scholars 
have not applied that term. The most prominent example may be the Marshall 
Plan—the suite of US economic assistance projects delivered to European target 
states, beginning in 1947, to balance the Soviet Union’s expanding political influ-
ence. At the time, Washington judged the most urgent threat to regional stability 
in Europe—then the geopolitical fulcrum of the world—to be not a Soviet 
military threat, but economic weakness following the devastation of the Second 
World War, and the potential for Soviet-aligned political partisans to exploit that 
weakness to gain political dominance. The United States faced a dynamic and 
urgent situation—it considered several west European governments to be on the 
brink of collapse, with communists poised to snatch power, especially after the 
coup in Czechoslovakia. In response, Washington initiated a massive programme 
of economic aid to alleviate European suffering, shore up incumbent democratic 
governments against their communist opponents, and thereby limit Moscow’s 
ability to build international power.20 

The Marshall Plan’s features neatly fit the concept of zone balancing. At its 
core, the Plan’s theory of victory rested on the provision of material support 
to European target states, to build their capacity and resilience against Soviet-
supported communist takeovers. It also orchestrated institutional support to lay 
the foundations for greater international cooperation among the European target 
states. In sum, it was created to shape the international environment, rather than 
to take any direct action against the Soviet Union. It was a package of economic 
aid—not military action—that was nevertheless designed to achieve security goals. 
And, critically, it was extended to target states with no expectation of reciprocity. 
The United States demanded no political commitments in exchange for the aid; 
it simply calculated that beneficiaries would better weather the postwar economic 
emergency and thereby be better able to fend off political instability. Granted, 
the majority of aid recipients would soon thereafter become security partners 
in the NATO alliance; but several Marshall Plan beneficiaries—Austria, Ireland, 
Sweden and Switzerland—remained neutral, not strategically aligned with the 
United States. Indeed, in a gesture of inclusivity, the Marshall Plan was even 
offered to Soviet bloc states, albeit with the expectation that those rival states 
would reject it, as they did.
20 For background, see John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of containment: a critical appraisal of American national security 

policy during the Cold War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Melvyn P. Leffler, ‘The Cold War: what 
do “we now know”?’ American Historical Review 104: 2, 1999, pp. 501–24; Diane B. Kunz, ‘The Marshall Plan 
reconsidered: a complex of motives’, Foreign Affairs 76: 3, 1997, pp. 162–70.
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On another occasion, India was itself the beneficiary—the target state—of 
another programme of American zone balancing. In the mid- to late 1950s, the 
US sought to deliver economic and military aid to India to balance commu-
nist China. This was motivated not by a premonition that China would pose a 
direct military threat to India—as was later realized in the 1962 war—but by a 
growing concern of a potential Indian economic and political failure. Washington 
feared that a weak Indian democracy, unable to deliver for its citizens, would 
be vulnerable to communist subversion and present an inviting prospect for the 
international communist cause. The US accordingly delivered economic aid and 
encouraged other international donors to do the same—again, with no expecta-
tion of a strategic quid pro quo. The US objective was to build India’s resilience 
to communist subversion, and its capacity as an independent Asian democracy.21

In India’s case today, the policy of zone balancing is directed at regional states 
that might otherwise fall into Beijing’s orbit, through either coercion or induce-
ments. The Belt and Road Initiative of lavish infrastructure development had 
already won Beijing considerable economic and political influence across the 
Indo-Pacific. India thus began dabbling in zone balancing through policies such 
as Act East, Neighbourhood First and Security and Growth for All in the Region 
(SAGAR). These policies made scattered attempts to build target state capacity and 
resilience—for example, with the provision of coastal radar systems for maritime 
domain awareness. But their overall rationale was primarily to safeguard Indian 
overseas interests and compete for influence in a multipolar world. In Minister 
of External Affairs S. Jaishankar’s pre-2020 sweeping characterization of India’s 
international history, he declared that current events demanded ‘greater realism 
in foreign policy’ and in the use of military force and economic statecraft, 
partnering with others, taking greater risks, and clearly assessing relative power 
in an emerging multipolarity.22 

After the concurrent crises of 2020—Ladakh and the pandemic—New Delhi 
became convinced that a dysfunctional international architecture was enabling 
and emboldening Chinese aggression. The region desperately needed more effec-
tive bulwarks against Chinese coercion, and only concerted collective action could 
supply them.

India’s strategic adjustment

India’s strategic policy adjustment, beginning in 2020, was a response to what it 
perceived as a suddenly more dangerous international environment. Two concur-
rent crises—China’s incursions across the Line of Actual Control (LAC) in Ladakh, 
and the COVID-19 pandemic—left India with less confidence in the institutional 
and political bulwarks of regional stability. New Delhi mounted a broad if patchy 

21 Tanvi Madan, Fateful triangle: how China shaped US–India relations during the Cold War (Washington DC: Brook-
ings Institution Press, 2020), esp. pp. 85–148; David C. Engerman, The price of aid: the economic Cold War in India 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018), esp. pp. 159–89.

22 ‘External Affairs Minister’s speech at the 4th Ramnath Goenka Lecture, 2019’, 14 Nov. 2019, https://www.
mea.gov.in/Speeches-Statements.htm?dtl/32038. 
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response. In this section, I argue that the concurrent crises did shift India’s strategic 
assessment, but resulted in only marginal efforts in traditional military balancing.

Tensions had been mounting on the India–China border for years. Chinese 
incursions across the LAC had been growing in frequency and severity, resulting 
in stand-offs at Depsang in 2013, and in Chumar in 2014 and Demchok in 2016. At 
Doklam in 2017, Indian forces physically intervened to block Chinese construc-
tion of a road in territory claimed by Bhutan. The drumbeat of border incidents, 
and especially the Doklam stand-off, conveyed a major signal to India of inten-
sifying strategic rivalry with China, and probably contributed to India’s willing-
ness to relaunch the Quad later that year. Nevertheless, India judged it could still 
pursue its approach of evasive balancing. In large part to restore the relationship’s 
equilibrium after Doklam, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese 
President Xi Jinping held a pair of one-on-one summits in 2018 and 2019, and 
sought to strengthen the bilateral relationship.23 Critically, India did not consider 
Doklam as a decisive rupture in the bilateral relationship, or as a harbinger of 
international systemic disorder—as it did the crises of 2020.

In May 2020 India faced an apparent Chinese land-grab in Ladakh. Both sides 
rushed tens of thousands of troops to the border, tensions rose, and a skirmish 
killed 20 Indian soldiers and an unknown number of Chinese soldiers—the first 
combat deaths on the LAC in nearly half a century. The two sides later disen-
gaged from most ‘friction points’, although both continue to deploy large forces, 
sustained by new infrastructure, near the border. Military talks continue, but the 
increased militarization by both sides appears to be permanent.24

From New Delhi’s perspective, the crisis on the ground in the Himalayas repre-
sented a major strategic change. China’s continued forward deployment of troops 
poses a redoubled and ongoing threat to Indian sovereignty. But the apparent land-
grab also demolished the diplomatic framework that governed the border dispute 
and laid the foundation for bilateral ties between India and China. Five bilateral 
agreements, painstakingly negotiated since normalization in 1988, had maintained 
‘peace and tranquillity’ on the LAC and ensured the border dispute remained 
non-violent.25 For India, China’s aggression in Ladakh had in effect abrogated 
those agreements and forged a new national security consensus that China was an 
untrustworthy and hostile actor. More broadly, Beijing’s newly unveiled aggressive 
intent towards India cast other, previously ambiguous Chinese activities—from 
predatory trade practices to a naval build-up in the Indian Ocean—in a more threat-
ening light, as elements of a comprehensive strategy to constrain Indian power. 

Immediately, India responded by in effect suspending the bilateral relationship. 
In the first instance, it recognized it could exert some leverage in calling the bilat-
eral trade, investment and diplomatic relationship into doubt. Its declaratory policy 

23 Manoj Joshi, Understanding the India–China border: the enduring threat of war in high Himalaya (London: Hurst, 
2022).

24 Arzan Tarapore, ‘The crisis after the crisis: how Ladakh will shape India’s competition with China’, Lowy 
Institute, 5 May 2021, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/crisis-after-crisis-how-ladakh-will-
shape-india-s-competition-china. 

25 Shivshankar Menon, Choices: inside the making of India’s foreign policy (Gurgaon: Allen Lane, 2016), pp. 9–46.
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stipulated that resolving the border crisis would be a precondition to normalizing 
and deepening relations. This was not a complete diplomatic freeze—Jaishankar 
relented sufficiently to meet his Chinese counterpart, Wang Yi, occasionally; and 
Modi attended summits of the BRICS and Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 
alongside Xi. But Jaishankar routinely clarified that India’s core demand was a 
reduction in the Chinese military presence on the border: ‘[The India–China 
relationship] cannot be normal, if the situation in the border areas is abnormal. 
And surely the presence of a large number of troops there, in contravention of 
agreements, is abnormality.’26 

Some other elements of the bilateral relationship continued to progress, albeit 
unevenly. India–China trade, for example, in aggregate numbers continues to rise 
and in fact break records.27 But India has sought to mitigate the national security 
risks posed by that commercial relationship. It ostentatiously banned dozens of 
Chinese apps from the Indian market, but also, and far more significantly, it in 
effect banned Chinese telecommunications firms from bidding for India’s 5G infra-
structure development.28 It also introduced new regulations that, for example, 
limited Chinese investments in Indian technology start-ups and the import of 
Chinese-made finished consumer electronics.29 For India, then, the Ladakh crisis 
was an inflection point in relations with China—a strategic disruption that will 
continue to reverberate even if tensions on the border abate.

However, India’s newfound penchant for balancing behaviour cannot be 
explained without also taking into account the other crisis of 2020, the COVID-19 
pandemic. For India, the pandemic produced two major policy impulses, domestic 
and foreign. In domestic policy, it underscored the need for national self-reliance 
and resilience. The Modi government launched a programme for atmanirbharta, 
or self-reliance, designed to reduce Indian vulnerability to fragile international 
supply chains, lure international investment away from China and bolster indig-
enous manufacturing.30 For defence procurement, atmanirbharta resulted in the 
phased introduction of ‘positive indigenization lists’—that is, import bans—to 
promote domestic suppliers. The 2022/23 defence budget proposed that 68 per 
cent of capital expenditure should be earmarked for domestic industry, an increase 
from 58 per cent the previous year31—but the Indian military will remain depen-
dent on external suppliers for its most modern equipment.

In foreign policy, India judged that the pandemic loosened some of the insti-
tutional and normative constraints on India’s greatest security rival, China. The 
post-pandemic system incentivized states, under acute public health and economic 

26 Transcript of special briefing by external affairs minister on meeting with foreign minister of China, 25 March 
2022, https://www.mea.gov.in/media-briefings.htm?dtl/35076/Transcript_of_Special_Briefing_by_Exter-
nal_Affairs_Minister_on_Meeting_with_Foreign_Minister_of_China_March_25_2022. 

27 Ananth Krishnan, ‘Record surge in India’s imports from China in first half of 2022’, The Hindu, 13 July 2022.
28 ‘Huawei and ZTE left out of India’s 5G trials’, BBC News, 5 May 2021.
29 Benjamin Parkin and Mercedes Ruehl, ‘Chinese investors miss out on record year for Indian tech fundraising’, 

Financial Times, 12 July 2021; Sankalp Phartiyal, ‘India holds up wireless approvals for China-made devices, 
delaying launches’, Reuters, 7 May 2021.

30 Arvind Subramanian and Josh Felman, ‘India’s stalled rise: how the states has stifled growth’, Foreign Affairs 
101: 1, 2022, pp. 139–50.

31 Chakrabarty, ‘Demand for grants 2022–23’.
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strain, to act more competitively, and the most powerful states could compete 
most ruthlessly.32 New Delhi feared that China might be a leading beneficiary 
of this more nakedly self-help system. As External Affairs Minister Jaishankar 
wrote: ‘Already, there has been a shift from marketing peaceful rise to declaring 
the arrival of wolf warriors ...  In many ways, the role reversal in world affairs 
will be even more stunning after the virus.’33 New Delhi—and its like-minded 
partners in the Quad—saw a need to prevent China from capitalizing on the catas-
trophe. For its part, China launched a campaign of ‘vaccine diplomacy’ to deliver 
COVID vaccines to developing states across the region—which India, the United 
States and several other states matched. These efforts were nakedly competitive, 
and inevitably resulted in unnecessary inequities and inefficiencies.34

For New Delhi the pandemic, like the Ladakh crisis, was a strategic disrup-
tion that shook the international order. The Indian government emerged from 
the concurrent crises convinced of the need for bolder policy action. Despite its 
clarified political intent to build national power, however, it remained unable or 
unwilling to commit forcefully to traditional military balancing.

Zone balancing in action: the Quad’s new strategic logic

The Quad had been re-established in late 2017, after a decade-long hiatus, as a 
mechanism for strategic consultations among foreign ministry officials.35 Its 
purpose and agenda were opaque, public statements were kept deliberately vague, 
and every meeting was attended by uncertainty over the grouping’s utility and 
longevity. Critics either dismissed it as a meaningless talk-fest or denounced it as 
a harbinger of a divisive ‘Asian NATO’. Quad foreign ministers met for the first 
time in late 2019, although at that point there was no commitment to continue 
the meetings even at that level. And for India at least, there was little to suggest 
the Quad was qualitatively different from several other minilateral consultative 
mechanisms.36 

After the catalysts of 2020, the Quad was suddenly and decisively energized. 
It began meeting at national leader level in March 2021, and for the first time 
committed itself to tangible policy outcomes, with a headline announcement of 
delivering a billion COVID vaccine doses.37 The leaders met again at summits in 
September 2021, March 2022 and May 2022. The third meeting, in March 2022, was 
noteworthy because it was an unplanned emergency meeting occasioned by the 

32 Jamal Barnes and Samuel M. Makinda, ‘A threat to cosmopolitan duties? How COVID-19 has been used as a 
tool to undermine refugee rights’, International Affairs 97: 6, 2021, pp. 1671–89.

33 S. Jaishankar, The India way: strategies for an uncertain world (Noida: HarperCollins India, 2020), p. 205.
34 Carla Norrlof, ‘Is COVID-19 the end of US hegemony? Public bads, leadership failures, and monetary 

hegemony’, International Affairs 96: 5, 2020, pp. 1281–1303. 
35 Tanvi Madan, ‘The rise, fall, and rebirth of the “Quad”’, War on the Rocks, 16 Nov. 2017.
36 India had already shown a penchant for ‘forum-shopping’: see Frank O’Donnell and Mihaela Papa, ‘India’s 

multi-alignment management and the Russia–India–China triangle’, International Affairs 97: 3, 2021, pp. 
801–22. 

37 ‘Quad Leaders’ joint statement: “The spirit of the Quad”’, The White House, 12 March 2021, https://www.
whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/03/12/quad-leaders-joint-statement-the-spirit-of-
the-quad/. 
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escalating war in Ukraine—convened at short notice, for the first time in response 
to a security crisis, and one which, moreover, was occurring far from the Quad’s 
primary area of interest in the Indo-Pacific. With each successive leaders’ meeting, 
the Quad and its proliferating array of working groups have met milestones and 
made commitments to new tangible policy outcomes. 

In no small measure, India’s strategic adjustment enabled the Quad to adopt this 
more ambitious agenda. India began to see the Quad as the logical vehicle to imple-
ment zone balancing. External Affairs Minister Jaishankar foreshadowed this soon 
after the pandemic first rippled through the region, and months before the first 
Quad summit meeting. He wrote: ‘Plurilateralism will be the beneficiary because 
it has a purpose and commonality now found wanting in multilateralism.’38 Once 
the Quad summits began, he explained India’s logic clearly:

The fact is that the days of unilateralism are over, bilateralism has its own limits, and as 
the Covid reminded us, multilateralism is simply not working well enough. The resis-
tance to reforming international organizations [compels] us to look for more practical and 
immediate solutions. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the case for the Quad.39

After the May 2022 Tokyo summit, Jaishankar asserted that the Quad was 
only succeeding, in contrast to its earlier abortive incarnation, because India was 
‘overcoming the hesitations of history’.40 India’s partners also recognized the 
import of its strategic adjustment—US officials judged that the Ladakh crisis had 
a ‘galvanizing impact’ on India’s approach to the Quad.41 

At the same time, by the start of 2021, India’s enthusiasm was matched—and 
enabled—by political commitment from other members. The new Biden admin-
istration in the United States, especially, was intent on energizing America’s role 
in Asia. The US had already begun a programme of internal balancing, with the 
development of concepts such as integrated deterrence and multi-domain opera-
tions to counter China’s military capabilities; and it dabbled with external balanc-
ing, for example with small changes to its posture. But Washington also saw the 
value of zone balancing, with a new Indo-Pacific Strategy peppered with pledges 
to ‘build regional resilience’, ‘build collective capacity’ and ‘strengthen the Quad 
as a premier regional grouping and ensure it delivers on issues that matter to the 
Indo-Pacific’.42

This was not, therefore, an automatic or inevitable progression. The Quad’s 
members took a motivated political risk to elevate the grouping to summit level, 
pursue costly policy outcomes, and commit themselves to keep meeting and keep 
expanding its agenda.

38 Jaishankar, The India way, p. 206.
39 S. Jaishankar, ‘External affairs minister’s remarks at JG Crawford Oration 2021’, 6 Sept. 2021, https://www.

mea.gov.in/Speeches-Statements.htm?dtl/34222. 
40 S. Jaishankar, ‘Quad validates PM’s India-first approach, writes S Jaishankar’, Hindustan Times, 25 May 2022.
41 The White House, ‘Background press call by senior administration officials previewing the US’s Indo-Pacific 

Strategy’, 11 Feb. 2022, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/02/11/back-
ground-press-call-by-senior-administration-officials-previewing-the-u-s-s-indo-pacific-strategy/. 

42 The White House, Indo-Pacific Strategy of the United States, Feb. 2022, https://www.whitehouse.gov/
wp-content/uploads/2022/02/U.S.-Indo-Pacific-Strategy.pdf. 
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The Quad today exists in multiple forms, at multiple levels. Its most prominent 
expression is its periodic national leader summits, which can draw upon the full 
range of state agencies and instruments of national power. It also continues at the 
foreign minister level, although that has receded in prominence with the advent 
of the summits. But the Quad has no central authority, secretariat or charter to 
define itself; representatives of the four member countries often meet, plan and 
act together in a decentralized and uncoordinated fashion. For the purposes of this 
article, I consider the formal Quad to be limited to the national leader and ministe-
rial activities that promulgate the ‘Quad’ label.43 Other activities involving Quad 
member representatives comprise what I call the informal Quad. They fall outside 
the boundaries of what their members consider to be part of the official Quad 
agenda; but when they involve all (and only) the Quad members, they maintain a 
suggestive—but deniable—association with the formal Quad. The Malabar series 
of naval exercises, for example, now includes all four Quad countries, but remains 
outside the agenda of formal Quad summits or foreign ministers’ meetings. In my 
argument, it and other activities like it are a manifestation of the informal Quad.

The Quad is not exclusively dedicated to zone balancing; some of its members’ 
work—especially in the informal Quad—contributes to internal and external 
balancing, too, as I discuss below. Nor is the Quad the only mechanism for zone 
balancing; India and others continue with their own policies, for example to stabi-
lize Sri Lanka in the 2022 crisis.44 But the Quad is the most ambitious, both in the 
reach of its agenda and in the scale of its intended outcomes. By the fourth summit 
meeting in May 2022, the Quad had officially committed itself to programmes of 
work, complete with promised deliverable outcomes, in nine issue areas: COVID 
vaccine production and delivery; climate change; critical and emerging technolo-
gies; infrastructure development; cybersecurity; space; international education; 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief; and maritime domain awareness.45 In 
line with the theory of zone balancing, this agenda is designed with congruent 
interests in mind: to promote the capacity and resilience of regional states in a way 
that serves to balance China’s ability to coerce them. In the remainder of this section 
I outline three distinct features that define the Quad’s approach to zone balancing.

Provision of international public goods

The Quad, especially since the summits beginning in 2021, has fashioned itself as a 
provider of international public goods, from vaccines to infrastructure. It has self-
consciously deprioritized security in its agenda, at least in public.46 Instead, it has 
emphasized support to regional states, demonstrating that the Quad is uniquely 

43 This is, incidentally, consistent with the US Indo-Pacific Strategy, which states: ‘The Quad will continue to 
meet regularly at the leader and ministerial levels’ See White House, Indo-Pacific Strategy, p. 16.

44 Meera Srinivasan, ‘India, Japan to work together to help Sri Lanka during crisis’, The Hindu, 26 May 2022.
45 The White House, ‘Fact sheet: Quad leaders’ Tokyo Summit 2022’, 23 May 2022, https://www.whitehouse.

gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/05/23/fact-sheet-quad-leaders-tokyo-summit-2022/. 
46 The Quad, in its post-2017 avatar, has even eschewed the formal name of its earlier 2005–07 incarnation, the 

Quadrilateral Security Dialogue. ‘Security’ is pointedly no longer its middle name. Its formal communiqués 
only refer to ‘the Quad’.
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placed to address high-priority problems, which those states cannot solve alone, 
and for which existing institutions are not designed. Undertakings such as distri-
bution of COVID vaccines or managing climate change do not build Quad 
members’ power or target China; they are not artefacts of zero-sum competition, 
but positive-sum efforts to provide international public goods.

The broad rationale complies with the theory of zone balancing—the Quad 
seeks to reduce the space available for China to coerce regional states, either directly 
or through international regimes. In part the Quad seeks to deliver material assis-
tance, such as infrastructure or vaccines, so that regional states have alternatives to 
predatory Chinese offers of such benefits. In part it seeks to deliver international 
policy frameworks, especially in the regulation of critical and emerging technolo-
gies, or international regimes for space and cybersecurity, so that China is not able 
to set opaque, hierarchical or self-aggrandizing international standards.

For example, the Quad has championed ‘Open radio access network’ (Open 
RAN) technical standards for 5G telecommunications infrastructure. Whereas 
traditional 5G companies such as Huawei—closely affiliated with the Chinese 
Communist Party—would supply a complete and completely opaque infra-
structure package, Open RAN offers a set of technical standards that allows 
5G networks into be disaggregated into multiple interoperable components.47 
Advocates of Open RAN claim that such standards are a way to increase the 
diversity and transparency—and therefore resilience and self-reliance—of global 
5G infrastructure.48 The Quad, in turn, has committed itself to facilitating the 
testing and deployment of these ‘secure, open, and transparent’ telecommunica-
tions standards.49 Such standards do not deliver immediate material assistance to 
regional states; but they constitute a form of zone balancing because they present 
a long-term alternative to Huawei, which would otherwise be a tempting 5G 
supplier, and a channel for Chinese espionage, political interference or coercion.50 

In providing such international public goods, an important ancillary objective 
is building acceptance and legitimacy among regional states. The Quad’s members 
recognize that such acceptance is vital for the grouping’s utility and longevity. The 
Quad does not seek to extract any political commitments from regional states, and 
it does not demand recognition as the region’s primary architecture. This effort to 
be inclusive and uncontroversial is consistent with the Quad’s rhetorical observance 
of ‘ASEAN centrality’—its pledge that it does not seek to displace the primary 
institutional node of the region, or contravene the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN)’s standing norm of non-alignment in great power rivalries.51

47 Melissa K. Griffith, Open RAN and 5G: looking beyond the national security hype, Wilson Center, 2 Nov. 2020, 
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/open-ran-and-5g-looking-beyond-national-security-hype. 

48 Lisa Curtis and Martijn Rasser, A techno-diplomacy strategy for telecommunications in the Indo-Pacific, Quad Tech 
Network Series, Australian National University, Sept. 2021, https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/sites/default/
files/publication/nsc_crawford_anu_edu_au/2021-09/qtn_series_atechnodiplomacystrategy_web-1.pdf. 

49 Joint statement from Quad leaders, 24 Sept. 2021. 
50 Danielle Cave, Samantha Hoffman, Alex Joske, Fergus Ryan and Elise Thomas, Mapping China’s technology 

giants, issues paper 15/2019, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, April 2019, https://ad-aspi.s3.ap-southeast-2.
amazonaws.com/2019-05/Mapping%20China%27s%20technology%20giants.pdf ?VersionId=EINwiNpste_
FojtgOPriHtlFSD2OD2tL. 

51 Evan Laksmana, ‘Whose centrality? ASEAN and the Quad in the Indo-Pacific’, Journal of Indo-Pacific Affairs 
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Security and the informal Quad

Security is not a priority for the Quad’s agenda, but nor is it absent. Part of the 
Quad’s agenda—especially at the foreign minister level—remains fixed on regional 
security issues, especially its firm devotion to the principles of freedom of naviga-
tion and maritime security.52 It has also tentatively explored some quadripartite 
security activities, such as counterterrorism tabletop exercises.53 At the summit 
level, many of the Quad’s initiatives—including those pertaining to technology, 
space and cybersecurity—have an inescapable security dimension. Many of these 
initiatives serve an internal or external balancing function, helping to strengthen 
individual members’ national security or ability to coordinate with their partners. 

The Quad leaders’ most directly security-centric initiatives, however, echo the 
theory of zone balancing. Members pledged to establish a humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief mechanism and a new collective maritime surveillance initiative 
known as the Indo-Pacific Partnership for Maritime Domain Awareness (IPMDA). 
The latter scheme is designed to collate, process and disseminate a common picture 
of the region’s key maritime areas. It recognizes that fast and accurate situational 
awareness is the elusive core requirement for regional states seeking to deter or 
counter illicit activities at sea. By pledging to supply this maritime domain aware-
ness to regional states, the Quad would increase target states’ capacity to protect 
their economic and security interests, and reduce the scope for China to surrepti-
tiously exploit their resources. 

Even when the Quad has engaged in security-related activities, however, it 
has ensured they were largely non-military. For example, IPMDA will harness 
unclassified data from commercial providers, exploiting the recent availability 
of remote-sensing capabilities from non-government sources. Some military 
involvement is inevitable—for example, the Information Fusion Centre—Indian 
Ocean Region, run by the Indian navy, will be a key dissemination node. But 
the Quad downplays the military role in public statements, largely to ensure that 
its initiatives retain an unprovocative, non-competitive tenor. Indeed, it is most 
likely this non-military character that helped secure India’s willingness to energize 
the Quad. On that, the contrast with he AUKUS security pact is instructive. That 
new minilateral grouping is designed unabashedly to develop and share sensitive 
technologies for military applications. AUKUS demonstrates clearly the trade-
off— wherein unambiguously military activity may come at the cost of alienating 
regional states—that the Quad seeks to avoid.54

special issue 2020, pp. 106–14. 
52 US Department of State, Office of the Spokesperson, ‘Secretary Antony J. Blinken remarks to the press en 

route Melbourne, Australia’, 8 Feb. 2022, https://www.state.gov/secretary-antony-j-blinken-remarks-to-the-
press-en-route-melbourne-australia/. 

53 Kabir Taneja, ‘The Quad’s counterterrorism priorities’, Observer Research Foundation, 24 Sept. 2021, https://
www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/the-quads-counterterrorism-priorities/. 

54 Muhammad Waffaa Kharisma, ‘Anxiety, unpreparedness and distrust: Indonesia’s careful response to AUKUS’, 
University of Melbourne, 13 Oct. 2021, https://indonesiaatmelbourne.unimelb.edu.au/anxiety-unprepared-
ness-and-distrust-indonesias-careful-response-to-aukus/; Jamal Barnes and Samuel M. Makinda, ‘Testing the 
limits of international society? Trust, AUKUS and Indo-Pacific security’, International Affairs 98: 4, 2022, pp. 
1307–25.
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In effect, the theory of zone balancing has become the litmus test of the Quad’s 
security activities. To date, most of the Quad’s publicly promulgated security 
initiatives contribute to the capacity or resilience of regional states. Most other 
military activities involving some or all Quad members—the informal Quad—
may contribute to their internal or external balancing efforts, but have been 
excluded from formal Quad proceedings, especially at summit level.

Quad members are, of course, at the forefront of regional efforts to compete 
with China—but they often act either individually, or bilaterally or trilaterally, 
or in combination with non-Quad members such as France and Indonesia.55 Quad 
members India and Australia, for example, have radically transformed their bilat-
eral defence relationship.56 In a move that would have been unthinkable until very 
recently, an Indian navy P-8I maritime patrol aircraft landed in Darwin while on 
operations—not exercise—and an Australian P-8A reciprocated with a deploy-
ment to Goa.57 Quad militaries also train and consult together as a foursome, albeit 
again without official Quad branding. The annual Malabar naval exercise began 
to include all Quad navies in late 2020, after India relented to accept Australian 
participation—not coincidentally, soon after the concurrent crises of Ladakh and 
the pandemic.58 

Generally, then, the Quad’s members relegate most activities that contribute 
to their traditional military balancing to the informal Quad. Indeed, it is precisely 
this new ‘latticework’ of bilateral and trilateral ‘2+2’ ministerial meetings, military 
exercises and enabling agreements among Quad members that has helped to build 
the trust and habits of cooperation needed for deeper Quad cooperation.59 

Policy agenda based on common regional interests

When the Quad reconvened in 2017, it represented a signal, especially to China, 
that powerful like-minded states could and would coordinate. Beijing regarded 
this as a US-orchestrated effort to contain China; therefore, simply sustaining the 
Quad and slowly building its momentum posed a threat to China’s plans. Whether 
or not the Quad’s architects intended it, this signalling function was the early 
Quad’s greatest strategic significance. 

The Quad’s strategic significance has shifted since the leaders’ summits began in 
2021. Its mere existence is no longer enough; it seeks to achieve policy outcomes. 

55 Rajat Pandit, ‘Eye on China, Quad-plus-France exercise kicks off in Bay of Bengal’, Times of India, 5 April 
2021; Premesha Saha, Natalie Sambhi and Evan A. Laksmana, India–Australia–Indonesia maritime partnership: 
shared challenges, compelling opportunities, Observer Research Foundation, 2022, https://www.orfonline.org/
wp-content/uploads/2022/02/ORF_Monograph_MaritimeTrilateral.pdf. 

56 Dhruva Jaishankar, The Australia–India strategic partnership: accelerating security cooperation in the Indo-Pacific, Lowy 
Institute, 16 Sept. 2020, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/australia-india-strategic-partnership-
accelerating-security-cooperation-indo-pacific. 

57 ‘India–Australia maritime surveillance operation underway in Indian Ocean region’, ANI, 8 June 2022, 
https://www.aninews.in/news/world/asia/india-australia-maritime-surveillance-operation-underway-in-
indian-ocean-region20220608123814/. 

58 Dinakar Peri, ‘Malabar is the most complex naval exercise’, The Hindu, 2 Jan. 2022, https://www.thehindu.
com/news/national/malabar-is-the-most-complex-naval-exercise/article38093935.ece. 

59 Jake Sullivan, ‘2021 Lowy Lecture’, Lowy Institute, 11 Nov. 2021, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/
publications/2021-lowy-lecture-jake-sullivan. 
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Zone balancing depends on policy outcomes: building target states’ capacity and 
resilience depends on the achievement of actual effects, whether material or insti-
tutional. These effects are greater when we also consider the informal Quad, with 
some or all of its members acting in other channels, for example to track subma-
rines across the whole Indo-Pacific,60 or to build resilient undersea communica-
tion cables in the south Pacific.61 For the formal Quad, achieving policy outcomes 
is a new undertaking, with few results to date but substantial promise.

Policy outcomes are more feasible when a coalition of partners can pool resources 
or exploit complementary advantages. For example, Quad members sought to 
identify vulnerabilities in their semiconductor component supply chains, so that 
they could reconfigure them with greater reliability and resilience among trusted 
partners.62 In biotechnology, they may rapidly increase the scale and pace of 
clinical trials for new pharmaceuticals, or pool data for genetic sequencing. That, 
in turn, could create network effects, whereby the Quad represents an attractive 
core group around which other capable and like-minded partners could gather to 
deepen cooperation on key technologies.

Expansive as the policy agenda is, it remains firmly rooted in common regional 
interests, with no ambition to expand into some universalist or global value system. 
This distinction was thrown into sharp relief after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
New Delhi was forced into a very awkward policy juggle, wherein it sought to 
gingerly distance itself from Russia through almost imperceptibly subtle signals, 
while not alienating its most vital arms supplier.63 On the other hand, India was 
also determined to signal that the Ukraine invasion did not shake its commitments 
in the Indo-Pacific. Despite frenzied scorn among some western observers, India 
joined the other Quad members in the emergency summit meeting of March 
2022, where the leaders met at short notice to reaffirm their common interests in 
regional stability, and also pressed on with a US–India 2+2 bilateral, and a fourth 
Quad summit in Tokyo. 

The Quad was largely unperturbed by differences over the Ukraine war 
because its agenda was based on a specific set of interests in Indo-Pacific stability, 
founded on abiding structural dynamics and a specific strategy of zone balancing 
to advance them.

Conclusion: an incomplete strategy

Since it began summit meetings with a clear and expanding agenda, the Quad’s 
strategic logic has closely followed the theoretical logic of zone balancing. But it is 
not enough to safeguard regional stability. Most fundamentally, the Quad’s zone 
balancing does not offer broad-spectrum protection against aggression, either for 
60 ‘The pulse of the Indo-Pacific with former Assistant Secretary of Defense Randy Schriver’, Heritage Founda-

tion, 2 Aug. 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3zy1XStwGQ. 
61 Jonathan Hillman, ‘What Australia is doing to counter China’s digital ambitions’, Australian Financial Review, 

29 Oct. 2021. 
62 Joint statement from Quad leaders, 24 Sept. 2021.
63 Happymon Jacob, ‘Russia is losing India: how Putin’s Ukraine gambit doomed a long partnership’, Foreign 

Affairs, 22 Sept. 2022, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/print/node/1129330.
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Quad members or for other regional states. The Quad does not, for example, 
seek to deter China from militarily attacking Taiwan. Zone balancing could still 
serve as a useful enabler for some military preparations—for example, the Quad’s 
IPMDA initiative could help states to respond to ‘grey zone’ tactics below the 
threshold of conventional attack. But such enablers will only be effective if they 
are also accompanied by the commitment of regional states’ own military capabili-
ties and political resolve to act swiftly and decisively. Zone balancing, therefore, is 
no substitute for internal or external balancing; building military power remains 
the core of national security, and the surest way to deter military aggression. 

States, however, do not have to choose between these various types of balancing. 
As the Indian example illustrates, a strategy of zone balancing would usually be 
a supplement, rather than an outright replacement, to other forms of balancing. 
Even with the Quad itself, now fashioned as a coalition for zone balancing, other 
forms of balancing coexist in the informal Quad, where members engage in more 
tangible military cooperation outside the group’s formal diplomatic process. Bilat-
erally and trilaterally—though not under the Quad’s auspices—Quad members 
have signed agreements to share logistics support, conduct combined training or 
execute specialized operations when deployed. As the Quad continues to mature, 
its broadening span of both formal and informal activities is likely to add more 
and more contact points between the partners, across their respective govern-
ment agencies and militaries. This regularity and diversity of Quad interaction 
will, over time, build the ‘habits of cooperation’ among its members that would 
position them to make more robust and effective collective responses to regional 
security crises. In that way, a group dedicated to zone balancing may also create 
incidental pathways for more internal and external balancing. 

Any balancing is part of a strategic competition between adversaries. India and 
its Quad partners have calculated that their efforts to build regional capacity and 
resilience are less provocative than direct military balancing; but still, they cannot 
expect China to accept them passively. Zone balancing still holds the potential for 
triggering a security dilemma, even if that potential is lower than in the case of 
internal or external balancing. And even if China does not feel directly threatened 
by the Quad’s activities, it is likely to launch efforts to neutralize or counter the 
Quad’s initiatives. The Quad’s expanding agenda, and the Indian strategic adjust-
ment that catalysed it, form only one phase in a cycle of action and reaction in 
strategic competition. India and the Quad’s strategy of zone balancing is incom-
plete without accounting for these second-order effects. 

Finally, as with any strategy, no concept or agenda is complete without effec-
tive execution. By delegating specified tasks to subordinate working groups, the 
Quad has begun to mark milestones in its programme of work; and it will be able 
to claim success as agenda items come to fruition, from vaccine delivery to educa-
tion fellowships. Those milestones and outcomes are critical in establishing the 
Quad’s credibility as a provider of international public goods. Equally important, 
given widespread regional scepticism and misapprehensions about the Quad, are 
effective communications. On the one hand, the Quad must be able to transmit 
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its messaging, so that target states and potential adversaries alike comprehend 
the changes in regional capacity and resilience it represents. Policy outcomes 
are necessary, but will deter coercion only if their effects are internalized by the 
adversary. On the other hand, the Quad must also be able to receive messaging 
with humility—to understand the policy priorities of target states, so that it can 
best tailor its agenda to achieve the greatest strategic effects. The strategic preoccu-
pations of south Pacific states are emphatically not the same as those of peninsular 
south-east Asia. The Quad was regenerated in 2017 and has gained momentum 
since 2020 because its members perceive the region through the prism of strategic 
competition with China; as a coalition, however, the Quad’s strategy of zone 
balancing can succeed only if it leavens its priorities with a sensitive and nuanced 
appreciation for regional concerns.
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